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There are no translations available.
SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY NEGLECTED PRAKASINE CHEERS UP AMONG HIV
COMMUNITY (A HISTORY OF REVOLUTIONARY MEDICINE)

At the moment, the challenging molecule to elucidate its chemical structure with the
modern scientific tools is giving fascinating benefits to HIV patients but the world
reputed HIV scientists not turning their face towards it and it was repeatedly rejected
many times by the scientific journals and International conferences in spite of attracting
the HIV individuals hearts.

The Uniqueness of Prakasine could be built more and more like, the world first metal
complex could be administered orally without any adverse effects, nanoscale metal
complex, the molecules are made only with biomolecules with one metal atom, one
molecule able to eliminate HIV and cancer, cumulative immunostimulant and so on.

As a veterinary surgeon, Dr.S.K.Prakash started his antiviral research from herbs of
Tamil Traditional Medicine to the application of Gumboro Disease of birds in 1993. After
the successful application in birds, as an allopathy veterinary doctor started doing
research in Tamil Traditional medicine and applied to HIV patients. Slowly, he started
handling metallic preparations with herbs mentioned as a special type of medicine, later
he developed his own logic to develop nanoscale metal complexes of biomolecules.
Simultaneously, he developed himself academically to the level of a scientist with the
qualifications of Master and doctoral degrees in biotechnology, later with
nanotechnology in addition to medical knowledge.

More than100 patients from Asia, America, Africa, Australia and European continents
are taking this treatment now. Out of this more than100, almost 28 patients have got HIV
integrated DNA "not detected" level. Only three patients are struggling without
improvement since they came to this treatment when their CD4 cells level below 25.
Normally, after the treatment failure for one particular disease, people use to go to
advanced countries
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biotechnology, later with nanotechnology in addition to medical knowledge.

More than100 patients from Asia, America, Africa, Australia and European continents
are taking this treatment now. Out of this more than100, almost 28 patients have got HIV
integrated DNA "not detected" level. Only three patients are struggling without
improvement since they came to this treatment when their CD4 cells level below 25.
Normally, after the treatment failure for one particular disease, people use to go to
advanced countries like USA and Europe. But here, after ART failure, the people started
going to Namakkal, a small town in South India.The Prakasine has been engineered as
non-toxic. None of the patients reported adverse effects expect mild acidity among the
patients those who already have ulcer complaints. Rest of the people are enjoying the
treatment.

At the end of three years of treatment with Prakasine, almost patients become like
normal non-HIV patients. After that, they will be waiting for any one of the following.
1.Viral Remission
2. Functional Cure
3. Permanent cure

Proposed Action and Mechanism towards HIV Cure
Since Prakasine collectively increases the immunity and HIV antibody levels as well, the
followings might be the combined action towards the cure.
1.Stimulation of dis-integrase enzyme to dis integrate the HIV integrated DNA from
already embedded human host genome.
2.The increased number of CTL (Cytotoxic T-Lymphocytes) might destroy the virus
harbouring cells continuously and eliminate HIV genome.
3.The increased HIV neutralising antibodies may act like therapeutic vaccine and
eliminate HIV completely.

To understand and confirm the mechanism of action, as an ordinary independent
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scientist without laboratory facilities, it is very hard to perform experiments when huge
labs do not have this kind of drugs. Since there is no infrastructure to conduct advanced
research, this invention is facing a lot of challenges among the people those who do not
wish it to come up for clinical applications.

Regards,
Dr.S.K.Prakash,
HIV Cure Scientist
Naval AIDS Research Centre,
104,Fort Main Road,Namakkal-637001
Tamilnadu,India
Telefax:+914286223886.
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